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In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 3, 1969

Seen&Heard Seventy-seven Year Old
Around
McCormack Retains.Job
•
Murray

.Per Copy
10

Son-In-Law Of

Vol. LXXXX No. 2.

Richardson
Is Chairman
Of Board

Stubblefield
In State Position

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
veteran employes and a
Three
By ARNOLD-S. SAWISLAR
striped suit that is his worknewcomer ThursdaY
relative
• WASHDIGTON (UPI) — Not ing uniform, McCormack whisknamed to high-level jobs
yet the last hurrah for John ed' through the press galleries were
In the newly reorganized state
McCormack.
after his victory and stopped Department of Economic Sea
One ef the few soya left to the
The Murray Board of Educe; .
Seventy-.even and looking
unity.
exlividual in these days of ulti- every day of it, the old polit- (Continued on Sack Page)
tion, meeting in special session
dir.
executive
of
The top job
matums, mandatory regulations, ician from mouth Deltas came
yesterday afternoon, elected
ector in the new Bureau at
surtaxes, and whet have you, to grips with the younger men
board officers for the 1969 year,
WS,
Public Assistance went to
is cutting the toe nails.
and the two newly-elected
who have been USK IS was
Tenter A. Johnston, 61, wise
board members took their oaths
time for a chiefs. McCormack
work
welfare
state
in
been
has
At first thought one might clobbered them.
of office.
since 1940. Her moat recast
-think that this is a small thing,
Bethel Richardson was reNot only that, in high good
ti
services.
field
of
chief
was
post
but after some cogitation and humor after winning his fourth
elected board chairman and
service
"dedicated
her
Citing
other types of deep thinking, term as Speaker of the House
William C. Adams was re-electto social welfare," Economic
ed vice chairman by unanimous
we think you will agree with of Representatives, 178 to 88,
Guaaie Veal, formerly of Security Commissioner Eugene
action. Other officers of the
us.
McCormack airily waved off 1306 West Main Street, Mur"During the early
Board are Miss Ruth Lassiter, I
stories that be was thinking of ray, passed sway Thursday at Goss said,
treasurer,. and Fred Schultz,
Whit .is there to say how or quitting after completing 43 the Fuller Gilliam Hospital, years of her social work, Mrs.
secretary.
when you will or will not cut years In the Botta in ism — Mayfield, after' a brief illness. Johnston worked in eastern
Kentucky where she was reMayor Holmes Ellis adminyour toe nails? There are no "An invention," he miffed
Veal, age 77, wes the son of
istered the Conetituional Oath
set ruler by the goverment, or after the contest with 46year- the late Mr. and Mrs. Rufe quired to ride a mule at times
and the Oath of Board Memeven medicine, on how this will old Rep. Morris K. Udall, D Veal. He was a retired tobacco- in order to reach her clients.
Mrs. Johnson now holds the
bers to newly-elected board
be done.
Ariz., was over.
nist.
ncnvelective post of any
and
members. Dr. C. C. Is
"Oh, yes, Pm 77 years old.
The deceased ivalrrieed by. highest
M. H. Ryan.
;,1Iem• medical columnists urge But I'm etlll thinking years - one nephew, Lobie Veal, Jr., woman in state government. as
&.
Chairman - Richardson
''that you cut them insight a- heed I'm younger in my'think- of Louisville, and one niece, far as we have been able to
been a member of this Soirrtt'
40001, however you can ignore ing than some of these fellows Mrs. Tommy Howard of Indian determine."
Gees also filled three of Abs
for six years, and has served
this weaning if you choose.
who are thinking only about Rock Botch, Fla.
directoreitipe adas vice. chairman and chairyesterday."
•Fuperal services have been four division
. He founded the RichardCutting finger nails is completeDeemed in the dark, pin- scheduled for Saturday at 10:30 der Mrs. Johnston.
son and Trevathan Accounting
The newcomer is/Kobert W.
ly different. Some folks even
at the chapel of the J. H.
Firm and is very active in vara' native of Maydo this at their desk, or idleHOSPITAL PATIENT
(Churchill Funeral Home with- Mason, 29,
director of
ious
becomes
civic organizations in this
who
field,
ly whittle on them with a pocRev. William Porter officiating.
community. In addition, Mr.
ket Milt* or small clippers.
Interment will be in the Mur- field services.
Mrs Fulton E. Young of4iturRichardson has three children
Mason, tfie ion-in-law of Deray Route our underwent sur- ray Cemetery with the arrangeattending the Murray Public
The tee nails, on the other gery today at the Murray-Cal- ments by the J. H. Churchill mocratic' Congressman Frank A.
Schools.
hand, are renewed for the pti- loway County limpital. She'en- Funeral Home where friends Stubblefield, joined the departVice-Chairman Adams has
ment in 1967 as a social worker
vacy of the bedroom or the tered the hospital Thursday.
may call.
served on the board for de
and later was sent to graduate
bath.
FIRST BABY OF 1969 — Mrs. Don Carr of Murray Rose. Four lath. mother of the
years, and this is his second
school at the University of
first baby of the year. As yet unnamed, the little Miss arrived at 9:29 a.m. on January 2. year to hold the office of vice
L0603E MEETS
Sister Of Local
Maryland. He rejoined the deHere you are not hurried, noShe weighed seven pounds and two ounces and is 19% inches long. Mrs. Carr is the former chairman. He is on the staff
partment four months ago.
pressed for time, and you ate
Mary Frank Holcomb. The first baby will receive a host of gifts from Murray merchants of Murray State University. Mr.
The Murray Masonic Lodge, Woman Succumbs,
Mason's salary wtti jump
immune from the stares and
which wer• listed in Tuesday's issue of the Ledger and Times and In a full page adverAdams has three children; the
SWAM will have their refrom $6,996 per year to $11,412
suggestions of your peers.
Miss Peggy Leu/‘lierts. sistisement on Monday. Both mother and daughter are doing fine. Mrs Carr said she was lee youngest child is a Junior at
meeting on Monday, Janin his new job.
ter of Mrs. Pably'Humphrey of
meting a boy, therefore only had some boys' names picked out, so the first baby Is as yet Murray High School.
Aaron Paul. 60, director of
M. There Is something therapeutIC uary 6 at 7:30 p.m Work will Murray, died Wednesday at 5:30
Staff Photo By Charles Tubbs
Other members of the Board
be In the entered apprentice
public assistance for 22 years, unnamed.
p.m. at her home in Benton.
are Donald Henry, Representdegree.
recase
of
director
named
as
(Continued in Page _Sight)
The deceased, age 41, is surative of State Farm Insurance
view at his present salary of
vived by her moths?, Mrs. Reli- $16,880
Company; M. H. Ryan manager
FALSE ALARM
ne Roberts; three Miners, -Mrs.
of the Ryan Shoe Store; and Ernest F Ball. 41. formerly
Ernaline Kelley of Benton, Mrs. assistant director of public asDr. C. C. Lowry, a surgeon afNorma Ruth Adams of Paihiceh, sistance, was appointed directfiliated with the Hosifitims-Mc
The Murray Fire Department
sad Mrs. Humphrey of Murray. or of program development at
Devitt Clinic.
received a call yestreday about
2:30 p. m. When the call was
salary Overtime teem 1113,3800
received all the address that
to $13,860.
liar Funeral Chapel, Benton,
the caller would give was
Mrs. Johnston's salary will go
Ernest Stewart of Hazel Route
ofHooverKenneth,
Bro.
with
North. Fire Chief Flavil Robertfrom $14,556 to $16,056 • year.
A new nmert
—deseelling the gravels, induitel sandr and ficiating.
Two passed away Thursday at
minimportant
of
all
405
the
checked
son
are
limeseene
mineral resources of, Calloway
Pallbearers were Tax CopeByrd A. Ezell, well known Norths in a special area of the two p.m. at the Murray-Callo-- County hag just been eiseued, eral resources in the comity.
Ivy, M/Sgt, Burkeen is
Aaron
Cole,
Boyce
land,
painter, was claimed by city and no fe could be found way County Hospital. He was
Murray
active
only
the
according to Dr. Wallace W. Ha- McGraie said
82 years of age.
and
Lyles,
Jesse
Lyles,
Clayton
this
morning at 7:45 at
death
eightBay
Ranh
the
At Cam
gan, stet, geologist and direct- limestone quarry In
The county man is survived
was
Connty
Burial
Bondurant.
Hurley
Murray-Calloway
the
or of the Kentucky Geological county Purchase area is in
his wife, Mrs. Olive Stewart
by
Cemetery.
followed
Benton
the
death
in
His
Hospital.
WITH U.S. COMBAT AIR
Survey at the University o f southeastern Calloway County.
of Hazel Route Two; two daughCharles B. Jackson was electdays.
two
of
illness
an
FORCES, Vietnam — Master
'Continued on Back Page)
Kentucky.
Pickard and ed worshipful master of MurThora
Mrs.
ters,
resident
a
man,
Murray
The
s Society
'
Women
Sergeant William G. But-keen,
Mrs. Ruth Morone of Terre ray Lodge No. 105 Free and AcThe report, "Economic Geoson of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bur- of 415 South .0th Street. was
Monday
On
Meet
To
Haute, Ind.; one son, Ralph cepted Masons for 1969 at, the
KenCounty.
Calloisity
of
75 years of age. He and his
logy
is
Ky.,
Dexter,
4,
Route
keen,
Stewart of Murray; one foster stated meeting held in the
wife, Jewell, would have been
tucky," and second in a new
*
son, Ray Kefner of Med More, Lodge Hall on December 27.
The Women's Society of on duty at Cam Rank Bay AB, married 57 years' on January
- series of mineral resource dull1.; two sisters, Mrs. „Olive
Christian Service of the. First Vietnam.
Other officers elected were
Ezell was born and reared in
V dies on Kentucky cetunties isS'
Sergeant Burkeen a medical 4.
Fitch and Mrs. Eliza Shields of Dee Lamb, senior warden;
United Methodist Church will
but had lived in MurKirksey,
sued by the Survey. was Pre-'
hold its regular meeting o n supply supervisor, is a mem- ray for 45 years.
Cedar Point, Ind.; one brother, Doyce H. Morris. junior warpared by Preston McGrain,
Harvey Stewart of Corey, Ind.; den; Guthrie B. Churchill. treaMonday evening, January 6, at ber of the Pacific Air Forces.
The deceased was a member
member of the EGS staff.
Before his arrival in Southtruck collision oc- three
mereand
seven surer; Budl E. Stalls, Sr., secrecar
A
church.
grandchildren;
the
United
First
Methodist
the
of
in
situated
County,
Collowee
New officers will be elected
In charge of the program east Asia, he was assigned to Church •• and of Murear-lodge curred last night at eight o'- great grandchildren.
tary; Jimmy D. Bell, senior cleathe Jacinto Purchase region of at .the meeting of the associatHospital,
USAF
Hall
Wilford
Funeral services will be held con; Larry Hurt, junior deacon;
No. 108 Free • and Accepted clock at the intersection of 12th
western Kentucky, is the me- ion of the Dexter Community will be members of the Wes- Lackland AFB, Tex.
and Poplar Streets, according Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the Dwain McClard, senior stewMiss Dads
Masons.
--ond Kentucky county to be Center to be held Monday. Jan- leyan Circle with
gradwas
who
The sergeant,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. to the. report filed by the in- Mt. Pleasant United Methodist ard; Millard Carman, junior silt
completely covered by new geo- uary 6, at seven p.m at the Rowland as chairman.
A potluck dinner will be serv- uated from hig1Lschool in Dex- Jewell Ezell of 415 South 9th vestigating officers of the Mur- Church with Rev. Tom Smith. ward: Howard McNeely, chap- -KGS-U.S.
the
under
maps
logic
center.
il
ed in the social hall at 6:30 ter. attended Bethany College, Street; two daughters, M r s. ray Police Department.
lain, ha E. Douglass, marshal;
mier officiating.
Geological Survey cooperative
Retiring officers are Billy
Hindsboro. Kan, and San An- Grower W. (Helen) James of
James Richard Stinson, age The interment will be in the Joe Pat Farley, tiler.
program. Detailed Andrus, president; James Prit- p.m. Mrs. Goldia Curd, presimapping
dent, urges all members to at- tonio (Tex.) College.
Ralph W. Morris. Dick Sykes, _,
Murray Route Four and Mrs. 28, a passenger in one of the church cemetery with the armaps resulting from the pro- chett,
June
vice-president;
.His wife is the former Rose- Leslie N. (Dorothy) LaFever of vehicles, suffered a cut on the rangements by the Miller Fun- and R. H. Robbins were apthis evening meeting.
gram provide much information Pritchett, secretary; Damon Ma- tend
mary E. Raven Bill.
eral Home of Hazel where fri- pointed mera_trem Of ties- An,
Fort Worth, Texas; one stater, right hand.
—Ter a new evaluation of the min- fkla treasurer; Norma Garland,
• .Vehicles involved were a ends may call.•
Mrs. Alfred Hughes of 1638
ance committee.
Calloway
eral resources of
baldness coordinator; Inez Anddridoor
Oldsmobile four
1968
Farmer
eight
Avenue,
Murray;
County, Dr. Hagan said.
rus, publicity.
Mrs. Kopperud
s
'
grandchildren; 13 great grand- ven by James Elmo Lawrence
Ceramic cis" fuller's earth,
The Dexter Community Cenof 1105 Poplar Street, and a
children.
Father
Succumbs
ter is the old Dexter school
(limited Prose learreatlemel
The funeral has been sched- 1965 GMC pickup driven by
65th Wedding Annive
building -which has been made
Glasgow.
funeral for W. D. Rte. uled • for Saturday at two p. m James Robert Witty of
Into a recreational hall for the
The Police said Witty, going
at the chapel of the J. H. Churcommunity. The center is equip- by United Press International dolph, father of Mrs. A. H. chill Funeral Home with Dr north on 12th Street, told them
of
(Hallie)
Kopperud
Murray,
ped with a kitchen and small
Mostly cloudy today with
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and Rev. he saw the stop sign but couldstage in one tied of the large snow flurries ending from west was held this morning at the Johnson Easley officiating.
n't stop because of the wet
FunHarris
and
Fendley-Barker
recreational room Community High today mostly in the 30s
Interment will be in the Mur- pavement. His truck hit the
with
eral
Paducah,
Rev.
Chapel.
programs, showers, parties, etc., Partly cloudy and cold tonight
ray Cemetery with the arrange- front side of the Lawrence car
are held at the center.
and Saturday Low tonight 8 James K. Johnston officiating. ments by the J. H. Churchill going south on 12th and stopHope
was
New
Burial
the
in
The Dexter Community as- west to low 20s east.
Johnny Kenley, age 60, died
Funeral Home where friends ped to make a left turn east,
Cemetery.
Thursday- at seven ,a.m. at his eociation sponsored two baseaccording to the police report.
call.
may
Rudolph. age 83, died Wedball teams for the young boys Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m., 354.2,
home at 101 Pine Street
Damage was reported to a
nesday at the Parkview Con:
Kenley is survived by his of the community last summer up 0.1; below darn 307.1, down
street sign and city bench at
ONE ARRESTED.Paducah"
He
Center,
valeacent
0.6.
prothe
Kenley,
continue
to
hopes
and
• wife, Mrs. Lou Ellen
the intersection. The Lawrence
.
Barkley lake: 7) am. 364.3, up is survived by Kt wife, Mrs.
--101 Pine Street; three dough- gram this -next season.
The Sheriff's office reported car was damaged on the right
daughter,
Alice
Mrs.
Rudolph;
Andrus urges all persons of 0.3; below darn 3.12.2, up 0.1.
front and side, and the Witty
* tees, Mrs. Louis Hudspeth, Mrs.
Kopperud; one grandson, Wil- title morning that they arrested
Sunrise 7:10; Burma 4:52.
one person for breach of peace truck on the front end.
- • Johnny Mee Kenley, and Anna the community to ettend the
R.
liam
Kopperud.
Moon sets 7:41 a.m.
Thursday at 4:20 p. m. anoon Thursday.
Lois Kenley, all of Murray; meeting oin.- Monday night.
ther car and truck accident octhree eons, J. L. .Kenley and
curred on Maple Street in front
Glenn Kenley of Murray, and
of the Western Auto Store.
P. Charles Kenley of Fort
Kit C. Green, Puryear, Tenn.,
Campbell; hie mother, Mrs.
driving a 1969 Chevrolet pickAlice Kenley of 202 Mulberry.
up owned by Carson Green, was
The deceased is also survivgoing east on Maple attempting
ed byjtve sisters, Mrs. Louise
to pull up to the curb and
. Mina Nosrelle Kenley,
Mr. and Mrs, Gentle Lassiter
Park.
- and Ilia Sophie Kenley, all of
Mr. an sirs. Gardie Lassiter two miles froth the -Nugent
Police said the ,ruck hit the
Mulberry. Murray. Mrs. In1963 Ford parked up to the are pictured above in a pho- Kenlake Hotel the, where his.
ca Palmer of Detroit, Mich.. and
curb on Maple headed south in tograph made shortly after their father, R. B. Lasisiter, operated
11111B4lla McCuiston of Inthe left rear quarter while wedding on January 7, 1904. a store and
dianapolis, Ind.; five brothers,
postoffice
parking. The Ford was owned TLassiters will be married siter is the former
. Graves of Saginaw, Mich., ArBeulah LoBobby
being
by
and
Hall
driven'
January
Tuesday,
on
Charles,
years
65
Mich..
1 titer of Detroit,
vett.
Murof
Hall
Cheryl
Nancy
-by
of
Jessie
7.
Jr., of Henderson.
Mr Lassiter is a retired farray Route Two.
Mr and Mrs. Lassiter are mer and served as a member of
Eddyville, and George Kenley
on
was
pickup
the_
Damage to
now patients at the Westview the Calloway County Board of
A -Of Murray; seven grandchildren.
the right rear side and to the Noising Home They resided
Funeral services will be held
7
Education for thirty years. Supoar on the left rear. fender.
with their daughter, Mrs. Lau- erintendents he served under
11 Sunday at two p.m at the Freemia
investigated
police
The
AveRev.
Calloway
on
Jennings
with
ra
Church
Baptist
will
nor collision in front of the nile fcir 'About the past eight were Mrs. Lucille Grogan JonIra Phillips and Rev.. Fred O'Boone Chicken 'n Beef years before being transferred es, 1910-18, Robert Broach, it
DeMel
Neal officiating.
18-30. Marvin 0
Weather,
Street yesterday at to the nursing home.
Chestnut
on
Murray
the
in
Burial will be
1930-38, T C Arnett, 1938-4K
has
report
no:
but
m..
p.
12:33
their
srwith
tbe
tieing
to
Prior
with
City -Cemetery,
Prentict Lassi/er 1042-50,'
-been filed as yet.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Lassit- Boron reffrey, de current supvangements by_ the Rutledge
occurred
Two
accidents
other
er lived at their farm home at erintendent.
Funeral Home -Where friends
CoUlsIon — no. 1106 Oldstr,"trile and tele 1.441..., collided last night at aright o'clock at the tersectIon of 12th• yesterday morning which were New Concord.
may call until da Wds. Saturday
The couple has three childhand,
of
allin
r
issue
acid
sht•
ass
reported
Thursday's
-a.cat
and
James
Poplar streets. A passenger In ens of the vehicle'.
Richard liftmen suffered
-.Tbe_Lassiters 'were married
whhn the body will be removed
Staff Photo By Charles Tubbit.
the
sr- fri‘ea—
sahlalea
St tErS*iter.'1E74'4it44ed about -W"
4le sirs alls Pelle Went,
to Ma batie-AL401 Pine-SAM' frensive
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Gussie Veal
DiesThursday

Apollo 8, thiaphoto
on the surface _of
ell:wares the crater
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THE
FAMIINvir vs.
1 ANNNER
If Your Property
Is Condemned

If the stivaramesa wants your
NATIONAL RsPRIORNTATIVIS: WALLACIIIIITICOMCO. MI property
far man peblic los. the
Madison Ave. llemphis. TULL; Tem & Life Bldg,, New York, N.Y. smarmiest
may sake IL But when
Stephmecits BMW., Detroit, Mich
that happens, you am endskidunder the Coosautien--10 "just
Marred at -the Post Wien, Murray, Kentnoky, for tramealmion
comesassassa" tor the loss
giegiond Class Matair
Uskaggily, Year maim et"just"
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By Carrier in Murray, per week 311o. INK end she geversosnrs notion of
mouth $1.10. In 0111/401Pay and acinataing °manes. per yeti:, Oak "Mir _might be very different.
Zones 1 & 3, $11.00; elleasnaere $13.00. All service subscriptions 0.00. Wbstilse mid government can't
gut tegether on the price, what
"The Oetaiandins tivis Meet at a Ounsmaity Is the
ruin prevail?
eg its Newspaper"
Almost always, the test applied
by the law is "fair market value"
at is, the price your property
FRIDAY - JANUARY 3, 1901
would bring in a normal sale by
a willing seller to a willing buyer.
A NEW YEAR
This leaves put element* of
value that are strictly .personal to
•
1H1 /KIN Tale this Marline 05the third day of a new
year and we are reminded that time passes by with an
Inexorable pace, neither Mined nor quickened by a/Xf
worldly event.
A day that ellkles into the past can never be recaptured, indeed. nfiCialleraMent can be recalled.

a

Man has always Imam that time moves into the
past at a steady pace and is constantly urged to

NORTH FORK
NEE

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

by Mrs. R. D. Key
Doesseher IS. ISM
Tian speeding Chastises
day in the boats of Mrs. 1121a
Morris were Mrs. Beres Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
ins and children, Tommy. MIlms.
andms
aBrenda
Kenny, Ml
nda
Mr. and ths. Mord Orr
Du
Z
son. Teary, Mr. end Mrs. Omen
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
Key, Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and children, Sega and
Kleek Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallia*, Mr. and Mrs. Gingen H.
Morris and daughter, Michelle,
Mr. and Mrs. Gayioa Monts,
Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, and Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr sad son.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke -wes
admitted to Nobles Hospital Fri.
day with sore threat and coid
Was Betty Orr is in Nobles
Hospitai with pneumonia.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson is sick with
a severe cold.
6
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenk...me cope gaiyie• -Both aides of the Atlantic Ocean are
ins and boys, and Mr. and Mrs.
visible in the picture of Earth taken by the Apollo 8 as the
Milford Orr and son visited
spacecraft orbited the Moon. The large, T11051 prominent
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Sunday. a land mass is the bulge of West
Africa. The portion of the
Mr. and Mrs. 1Noloo Bedwell
continent near the Equator is dare and cloudy, but the
visited Mr. and Mrs. BMW
more northerly portions are clear, ahowing the prominent
Gams Sunday.
cape at Dakar* and Senegal River in Senegal. NASA photo.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Bro.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
_.-""---'
children. Susan and Mitch, visited lie Charlie Wickert in MI-- -- 11

the best use of this stuff of which our van lived OM.
made.
Fortunately man can always benefit thin his past
reduglea 861/
11413%
mistakes and they become errors Only when
W con- you. Take this case:
A home owner claimed several and son of Chimes; M. Maid VI
tinues to repeat them. As we look over the past raw.
thousand dollars for some shade Mr.
11/1
.'railer
°W Heart.During
each person can recount mistakes, because few -people trees. located on a strip of his land the and
halides. Odour ("1"
vldisaa.•b
condemned for a highway. Al- Abe Own Imo earaley wanare perfect.
though the trees added little to the Mr. and NM Max
DolovIlr.111111--- Malting ana xeepmg New
Paksibly the most serious mistake. made by most
tension, and emotional
market value of the property, the
Res Owen and Inbl. Ile- Yeses
Resolutions is good for stress all help to raise my blood
people are actions which are taken suddenly with little man pointed out that he had given Mra•
and Mrs. C. H. Parks, Jr., Mr. the heart
the
soul,
as well as
pressure higher than it should
thought given . . such as a quickly spoken word in them tender toying care for more and Mrs. Bill Smith, Mr. mid
a be.
especially if a person
than 20 years.
Mrs. Tom Mahan, Mr. and NAM. heart condition.
anger, an act of desperation, a hand raised in passion,
Rut the court denied compen3. "I will make every effort
Irvin Owen, and Dan Grooms. •
1 ..I
well mean his Or her to rest and relax from tilde,
.t could
or a move made with no thought as to the consequences. sation for this special valise, sayMr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
survival for an additional year, to time, before I get too tired.
This is one mistake, which can be corrected, but only ing:
"The law simply does not allow children of Nashville, Tenn.,
____, with • chance to renew those
4. "I will get plenty of sleep.
go
Mr
n
.
via
andted
lirs
t
.
h
e
Glr
lynn
through thoughtful mooning.
ii.
0
04 wr
est fteso_lutions
.compensation for such personal
ta
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Gerald, 9 and Jennifer , 7 .
- dine downs during the regular season. 'Douglas threw for 1,811
The rest of Kentucky's colsix weeks.
alone in football season. They
SURGERY FOR UDVARI
Not since he lost 41-9 in his peeeentage .680 and third in
yards and 24 touchdowns; Harlege cage squads were idle, bat
In other games, the Citadel first game as head coach of rebounding ,20.8.
all want to stay permanently in
Dan Davit of Northwestern three see action tonight. Tran- TORONTO,Aso - Frank Ud- their new home in the suburban gett or 2,321 yards and 16 touProviden- Texas A & 111 in 1954 has Bear
edged Clemson
84-67, Irvine 85- Bryant been so badly beaten on with 25 of 25 free throws, is the sylvania travels to the Sun Coa- vari, supervisor of officials in Palos Verdes peninsula overlo- chdowns; and Carter for 1,400
ce topped Callbarnia
yards and 14 touchdowns.
77, McMurray epat by Texas Te- a football field as he was inthe -nation's leader in free shot per- st classic, Georgetown enters the National Hockey League'S oking the Pacific.
The South also appears to
centage.
the Mercer Tournament and Th- Eastern Division, will undergo
ch 82-80, .Daske.blel_ Memphis Gator Bowl. Alabama gave
Money is no problem for a have the edge
in bob runners
omas More visits Marian of an operation for a detached few years anyway. Reeves has
State 11341,
4
1eddIdeated Ar- 404 yards rushing to
and receivers thanks to •
Indiana.
12th
izona
retina
Friday.
Udavri
suffered
said
he
will
pay
off
Allen
of
the
Vale Its offense coact-COler
presence of _Gene "Mereurr
THUSDAY'S COLLEGE
-the injury- in an -auto- accident two remaining years of his coot Moms
New -111Vkeh---gel- by endcborn only 7:3 yards Infotal-"linageof West Tents State,
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Louisville's
Beard led two weeks ago.
Denver
tract-.at
about $50,000 a year. Dicky Lyons of Kentucky, Laras Tide quarterbacks Were du- By United Press international
all scorers
this as the
mped for losses Ittimak.
ry Smith of Florida, Jerry
18th ranked C
s tore apart
vise of SMU and John Sias of
,
East
Wichita State's
press in the
Georgia Tech.
"They beat us etvery way kno- Fordham 82 Iona 70
second half.
The North's two top-rated
wn to man-out every thinged us," Amer. Univ. 78 Loyola Belt. 73
KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
runners are Notre Dame scorBASKETBALL RESULTS
said Bryant.
Ron Washington topped the WhSouth
ing leader Bob Gladieuv and
By United Press international
LSU rallied from a 13-0 defi- Citadel 73 Clemson 72
eatshockers with 15 points while
"MISS CHEERLEADER" - A
Perry Williams who made allcit to beat Florida State in an Drake 83 Memphis State 81
Ron Mendell tossed in 14 for
brown - haired,
20-year-old.
Big Ten at Purdue. Top receivHart Memorial 68 Caverns 55 Atlanta battle between former W. Florida 76 Oglethorpe 70 Wichita, which lost its ninth
green-eyed zoology major at
ers
for
the
North
are
all-AmerE. Hardin 91 Park City 64
aides to Paul Dietzel; second
Southwest
Nke\ot
me in 12 starts and is winless
Arizona State University,
ican tight end Ted Kwelick of
Tournaments, First Round
string quarterback Tommy Tr- McMurry 82 Texas Tech 80
ree MVC games.
Tract Anderson won the
Penn
State
and
all-Big
Eight
Londe,' Invitational
aylor sparked a second-half ra- Tulsa 57 Cincinnati 50
'--.
Cheerleader
,
"Miss
USA"
flanker Eddie Hinton of OklaIlly 71 Oneida 39
Midwest
lly that broke up a 10-10 tie
J ry King helped Louisville
crown -•in competition with.
homa.
London 54 Jackson Co. 46
between Auburn and Arizona; Loyola, Chicago 83
scor
with 13 points and snarfive other finalists in
Other first-seat all-Americans
Hopkinson!, invitational
Western Mich 68 ed 12 ..unds. Center Mike Grand Steve Hindman's 79 yard
press Gardens, Fla. —
in Saturday's game in addition
Todd Central 67 Daviess Co. 65 run in the third period finally Bradley 109 North Dakota 77 osse i ..ed in 11 points and snit-Madisonville 68 Calhoun 66
put Mississippi ahead after the Louisville 71 Wichita St. 58 atched seven rebounds,
Trigg Co. 65 Henderson Co. 48 Rebels had fallen behind YPI
West
y-HopkinsvWe 69 Webstr Co. 67 17-0 in the first quarter
"The Best -la
... Best of Gasoline" from
The Cardinals moved to a narat Me- New Mexico 68 Denver'64
x-Overtimeodouble overtime.
Seattle 86 Arizona State 81
mphis.
row 29-28 halftime lead, with
Beard notching 14 of his total.
-- -Wichita had jumped to an early
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 7534181
lead, but Louisville tied it up
Max hicCuiston • We Give Treasure Chest Stange
three times and the lead teetered
eight times until King put the
Cards out front for god with
5:30 left in the stanza. \
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Volk Horns Get
Over $300,000

•
•

US W. Main Street

DALLAS OPT - Texas and
Tennessee will get a passible
record payoff of between $305,
000 and $315,000 each from the
Cotton Bowl game. a bowl
spokesman estimated today.
It will be several weeks before a final accounting can be
made, mid executive secretary
Howard Grubbs, but preliminary figures indicate more than
$800,000 will be mailable.
Texas will keep $100,000 of its
share, tur then remainder over
to the Sauthweat Conference and
then get one-eighth of that
coverage as it is split among
all league schools. Texas also
will get a one-eighth share of
the overage paid to the conference by Southern Methodist and
Arkansas from their portions of
the Bluebvnet.and Sugar Bowl
'
receipts.

W in ner

of Ten

Academy
Awards

14,

Phone 753-2621

ARKANSAS LINEBACKER Cliff Powell hen+
eorgis fullback Brad Johnson into tile ground after they
ided in +he early minutes of +he Sugar Bowl. Powell
ma a short gain on the pia,

is a

The Whole
Town Is Talking...
About The

Good
ce to do Business

SAVING/

--use-Pdost is a - Complete Credit Service,
I•

stat.ALL WATSON

cl)

Murray
Mobile
Homes.

DETROIT lorii - The Detroit
Red Wings recalled defenseman Jim Watson from the Baltimore Clippers of the AmencanHockey League Thursday to
replace injured right winger
Bruce MacGregor. MacGregor
has been sidelined with the flu.

*1.k C.kicA4

Tickets

Hwy. 641 South

STEINECKE QUITS

•

o

and
des

itnlY, ticket in adchoice and
nce. Since, ador tickets, act

-

•

74 Lew Alelader 4owers over the ereved of imanneles and fees dike
13CAC Holiday Basketball Fes--Ss he polls off a rebound in the finals of the.
(hal against St. Johirt. 'Also Identifiable are Terry Schofield (42) and Sidney
tricks (351, both Of UCLA.

ATLANTA owo - Bill Stet
necke, general manager of the
Atlanta Braves farm club in the
Texas League. resigned %mei
pectedly Thursday. Braves
pitcher Cecil Upshaw will temporarily handle the club
.

I

$72950.

Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
305 K 4th • Pb 153-5802

eimeme OWN 11111111110
_

•

-----emistr•"*,1

J. H. Nix, mgr. 1

'* SPEFIAIL-THIS WEEK
'MARRIOTT liz.33
- SPANISH Front master bedroom, rear bedroom, two
baths. -&diorns,-IivIng-WantY-on
bath has' red carpet. All eleetsic. Red and
white.

•

_

111Z 753-3640

That means you need only look to PCA for all
your short and intermediate-term credit needsno matter what they are. Through such carefully
-structured loans as OPERATING LOANS,
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS-PCA can provide you with the credittholt
to do the job best-whatever it is.
In addition, you have the advantage of conscitation
with specialists In both credit and farming
who will help you save money by joint planning
to keep interest costs ?owl This is one big reason
Why PCA IS A GOOD PLACE TO OD BUSINESS!
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •
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Miss Paula-kay Erwin, Granddaughter
Of Local Persons,Becomes The Bride Of
Robert Sperry Elston Of Lexington

el

TIKES

—

Y-J

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Barbara Jo Clasey
To Be Married
To Mr. Sherrill

UAL GALES

ARTS 1969

•

PAC

Strickler-Hoffman
Engagenktnt Told

Mrs. H. if Strickler of Dan
Friday, JeweetyAr
announces the engage
villa
Mr. and Mrs. J. Pat Casey,
Mismben plows ma that the,
her daughter, Judith
of
Met
reader asesting of the Swiss
Jr., of New Alberni,
wsMe, te Ronald Stewart HoffMesas Club scheduled IN
souses the ongitemneet of their
' Mr. and Mrs. G
nese am of ,
at the Community Center
(bugbear, aerINNIS Jo, lb WilStewart Hoffman of Meadville,
Mto
due
cancelled
been
bee
liam D. Itherrile eon of Mr. and
ess of several of the members. Pe.
Mrs. Howard Sherrill of PadaMims Strickler attended the
•••
cab.
University of Iowa and Fugazzi
6
Unser,
Mseday,
lOrn Chem who attended
&Mosso College, Lexington.
The 'athlete Jones Circle of
Jackson Collage at...Tufts Une
o gradeata
110'.-Meow
the First Baptist Church WKS
vaulty le Denton, is. senior at
of Murray Site University
will most with Kiss Lorene
Murray Siete University. She is
where he is eiMphsting a meMrs. Georna Smith and.daugh. secretory Of Sigma Sig= Sig.
&Immo at 7:15 pm.
tees decree.
•••
ten. Terri and Judy, of Omaha, ma =Cid OPPOIrfti.
Nebraska, Mn. H. C. Paschall,
The Ruby Nelle Hardy Circle
Mr. Sherrill attended PeduMrs. Frank Dalton and son, ceh Community College.
of First Baptist Church WMS Drive, at 9:)3 cm. Members
He Is
Joe, Miss Tony* Reeder, and a senior at Murray where he
will meet with Mrs. John Belt please note clump in date.
is
•• •
Miss Connie Lawson were the a member of Pi Kappa Alpha
at 7:e3 p.m.
• ••
guests of Mr. end Mn. Shaw fraternity.
Baptist
The Elm Grove
non Ellis on Tuesday.
The Women's Society of Church WMS will have its genThe wedding will be solemnisS'S
Christian Service of the First eral meeting at the church at
ed-- Ihehrnery 2 in the Arcadia
Mrs. Mary Browder of Lex- United Methodist Church,
United Methodist Church will 1:30 p.m.
Pa•• •
ington was the guest Weds= ducah.
ham a potluck supper at the
day night of Mr. end Mrs. Shme
•••
Mcial hall at 6:30 p.m.
The New Concord Homemak!
• ••
non KUM
erg Club will meet with Mn.
•••
The Coldwater United Me- Maude Nance at one p.m.
•• •
Mr. sod Mrs. Harold Speight
thodist Church WSCS will meet
have returned_ *me after a
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
The Harris Grove Homemak•••
visit with bar brother,
&
ers Club will meet with Mrs.
Dunn and Madly of Fort Wrath."
The Dexter GaMmunitee_Cen- Mervin Parks at 11 am.
• ••
Tama
ter Associatith Will heid its
e ••
regular meeting
the gentar
The New Hope Homemakers
Mr. and Ms. John Hervey
at seven pm. New Oaken will Club will meet with Mrs. WenBy United Press internaeonal
Perkins went the holiday guests
be shined.
dell Allbritton at 1:30 p.m.
••e
Designer Mollie Parnis, tip.•••
of their daughter, Mrs. Terry
Farris and family of Effing- ping off the variety ahead for
The Lottie Moon Circle of
The Arts and Crafts Club will
spring and summer clothes,
ham, ILL
the First Baptist Church WMS meet at the home of Mrs. Davy
•••
said at the opening of her
will meet with Mrs. Odelle Hopkins, 223 South 13th Street,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkeee show: "Nobody needs to wear
Vance at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs Howard Guthrie as
•••
of Detroit, Mich., were geeete anything they don't want or
hostess at 2:30 p.m.
don't like. We have such a
•••
last week of her parents, Mr.
Tuesday, January 7
variety of choice."
and Mn. H. M. Workman,
• • •
The Lieeneed Practical NursNorth 113th Street
elbitheistion will meet in theGeoffrey Beene has Welty of
•• •
toniereme room of the bur Aw_Chaw!
bell bottom pants in his spring
ray-CaDeway County Hospital. MIAMI BEACH. Ina. (UPI)
collection. You might call them
Willard Ails, hospital pharma- -When you chew an apple or
Navy "beene" pants. He calls
Gifts that sparkle and dance
them "Beene bottoms."
cist, will be the speaker.
carrot the pressure generated
with- fun. festivity and fabulous
•••
• •
by the movement of your jaw
fashion are decking the showcan
be as much as 300 pounds.
The
Annie
Armstrong
Circle
It
youryour
hair's
naturally
cases in jewelry stores. There
of the First Baptist Church Even a normal swallow can exare dangly earrings that flash straight and you can't stand
WMS will meet with Mrs. W. ert Igo pounds of stress in the
with color and go crazyein new wigs made of fake or human
Wedding vows were pledged Moodie of Nashvile, Tennessee;
mouth.
shapes, immense rings to circle hair, there's something for you before the altar of the beautiful, Michael J. Cooney, of Fort J. Pittnimi at 7:30 p.m.
•••
These were the findings of a
every Anger of a hand, and coming up on the spring fash- new Second Prethyterian Church Lauderdale, Florida and H. K.
Murray Assembly No. 19 On study conducted on 84 subjects
snake bracelets to curl up the ion scene. It's a headpiece
the
made of corkscrew fabric curls In Fort Lauderdale, Florida by Lindsey of Atlanta, Georgia.
der of the Rainbow for Girl' In an attempt to record
arm or leg
For her daughter's wedding
stress
Problem: Is it a hat or a wig? Miss Janice Eichenberger and
will meet at the Masonic Hall amount of intermaxlllary
Robert Daly Osteen, Jr., on Mrs. Eichenberger chow a beige at seven p.m. "Miss Rainbow" exerted during the process of a
Saturday evening November 30. crepe with a matching lace coat, will be crowned and officers forceful bite.
k report on the study was
The Reverend Samuel G. pink hat and gloves and bone elected.
Presented at the 'annual meet•••
Orlandi, minister of the church, satin slippers. The groom's
nig of the American Dental Asofficiated at the double-ring mother wore a mint green crepe
The Goshen United Methodist
here. Dr. John
with matching slippers and long Church WSCS will meet at the sociation (ADA)
• ceremony.
C. Bartels, of Portland. Ore.,
white
kid
gloves.
Beth
mothers church at seven p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
did the reporting.
•••
and
Mrs. Will
R. wore corm/gee of cymbidium
Eichenberger of Mimi, Florida orchids.
Group I of the First ChristMrs. H. M. Johnsonius, from ian Church CWF will meet with Check Spread
and the groom is the son of Mrs.
-1K. B. Humphreys, Sr. of Paris, McKenzie, Tennessee, aunt of Mrs. Ralph Woods at ten am. Keep a can of chicken spread
Tennessee and the late Robert the groom was attired in a blue Mn. Wayne Meeks will have In the refrigerator to make •
lice drew and her corsage was the program and Mrs. K C. quick snack for unexpected visD.°teen,Sr.
itors. Mix a Pe ounce-can of
Ellis the worship.
A -large arrangement of white carnations to match.
the spread with 3 to 4 table• ••
Following the ceremony the
gbdioli and pompon mums,
of dairy sour bream. ee
Group K of the First MUM
central in the sanctuary bride's parents were hots to a
teaspoon of salt, 1 teaspoon of
decoration", wee placed Jug reception in McGraw Fellowship Ian Cbgrelt CWF will meet with lemOn Juice- 3 tablespoons of _
-136Vy Hopkins WSW-let:
behind the slim Lighted candles iiss, for the guests attending the 11Ds.
chopped _celery and le cup of
were placed at the end of each weddden. The serving table was Robed Singleton as rehashes drained small pineapple
lovely
centered
with
a
pew, in the 1100 seat sanctuary.
at two p.m. Mrs. Lusk Pickard chunks. Serve with crisp crackPreceding the ceremony a arrangement of white gladioli will have the program and'Mrs. ers. Makes es to I cup.
program of nupital music was and white
the devotion.
chrysanthemums. The Pauline Speegle
• ••
presented by Mrs. Sue Wallace, beautiful
If you select less tender cuts
By Abigail Van Buren
tiered wedding cake
the church organist. Mr. Tom was topped
The Delta Department of the of beef for grilling - blade,
with a miniature
Mullen sang 'The Wedding bride and
chuck,
arm or flank-the best
groom. Milting in Murray Woman's Club will meet
DEAR ABBY: Before I married my husband he asked me
bet is to tenderize them first.
Payer", "Entreat Me Not To
serving was the bride's sister, at the club home at 7:30 p.m. To
to sign some papers saying I was not to share in any of his
do
this, marinate them with
Leave Thee" and 'The Lord's
Mrs. Howard Franz and her Mn. Jack Kennedy is program a mixture of oil,
worldly possessions during his lifetime, and would not be
seasonings,
Prayer." The traditional wedding
chairman. Hostesses will be
sister-in-law
Mrs.
John
and
lemon juice, vinegar, or 6
entitled to anything should he die. He signed the major part of
was used for the
Mesdames Garnett Jones, Jack
march
Eichenberger,
presided
at.
the
tomato
Juice, or use a commerhis property and assets over to a lady friend
Kennedy, Ed Glover, John D.
processional.
guest register.
In his defense, I should mention that he has never bees
Lowing, Mavis MeCamigh, and cial tenderizer, Meat should be
The lovely bride approached
For traveling Mrs Osteen Miss
Frances Sexton.
married Wore, and he is my third husband, so maybe he is
the altar on the arm of her
wore a lemon silk costume suit
•••
father, who gave her in marriage.
just playlet it•safe. I married the first time at 15, arid that
with matching accessories. They
The Kappa Department of the
She chose for her wedding a
didn't wore:4001y second husband was an alcoholic, ad that
orchid from her bridal bouquet Murray Woman' Club will meet
floor-length gown of white peau
ended in divorce, too. Do you think be really loves me, is he
was pinned at her shoulder. at the club bode at 7:30 p.m.
sole
de
fasholied
with
ion(
taking me for a fool'
WONDERING
SERVICES
After a trip to St. Thomas, Rev. John Huffman will be the
sleeves, tapering to a point at the
Virgin Islands, they are living at speaker. Hostesses will be MesFarmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
DEAR WONDERING: Regardless of what you signee,eiee
wrists, and an A-line skirt. The
4300 N. W. 3rd Court, Apt. He dames Charles Porter, Charles
Murray, lestueity
your owa lawyer and find me ben binding it Is. A man who
empire wasithre was accented
Plan tation, Florida.
Mercer. Charles D. Outland
Smeary ef 111110 aes. am/
would ailrlie -Wife to disclaim all his worldly possessises
with appliqued chantilly lace.
0
and Phillip Tibbs.
Wednesday -at -111011-patt. - 6anew his illeelme. and womb leave her unprovided for should
The lace trimmed chapel train
•• •
On the evening before the
was attached at the waistline
- ALL WILCO=
he precede her in death. doesn't sowed like much of a bargain
Wednesday, January II
wedding Dr. and Mrs. K. B.
with a bow. Her elbow-length
to me, especially after haring signed over the hews share at
The Bessie Tucker Circle et The Bible tomb to Too
Humphreys, Se. honored their
Mullion veil fell gracefully from a
Ms aerate te a "lady friend." IP. S. If you ever find out why
son and his fiancee with a dinner the First United Methodie
atailes.11111111 • 1340 KC
chaster of stephanotis. She
tett he seeded a wife, let me kaow.
lble
at Stouffer's Anacapri Inn in Church WSCS will meet with
llooday at LIS ale.
carried
sweetheart
roses
Mrs
Max
Whitford, Dudley
Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
=rounding an orchid.
Guests attending other then
DEAR ABBY: The followleg isehorn a letter I recently
Mrs Quido lanni of Fort
members of the wedding party
received from an ounatetete reriatige:
Lauderdale was matron of
were: Mrs. Milton C. Minor, Jr.
"Let's make *ANC Nod'irgetteed of sending eacb
honor. The
bride's other
and Todd Minor of Lexington,
other Christmas presents, $and use ti Mirk, and I will de the
attendants were Mks Clissandra
Kentucky; Miss Renay Kerner,
same for you. It will save us both a lot at trouble."
Pirates of Miami, Florida and Atlanta; Guidi
Janne Fort
Abby. I never considered shopping far Christmas presents
Sprouse of
Nancy
Mrs.
Lauderdale; Wayne Sprouse,
"a lot of trouble." Besides, what's the thee of my sending her
Hollywood, Florida.
Hollywood; Mrs. H. M.
a check for 125, and her sending me the sarhe? How do you feel
They wore identical floor
Johnsonius of
McKenzie,
about it? I should add, this relative needs more money like I
length gowns of mom -green Tennessee
and Perry Brandon,
fashioned
with
empire
crepe
need another belly button
BEWILDERED IN BOSTON
Murray, Kentucky, uncle of the
- swanlike& Their headpieces were
groom.
DEAR BEWILDERED: I agree with you. Tell her to just
bows of the same material ande
blow you a kiss at Cbristmas, and you'll d• the same far her.
1411 Olive Blvd.
held short green veils. They wore '
- FREE PICKUP and
short white kid gloves. They
The butternut is a long, thin.
DELIVERY DEAR ABBY: I really dig this guy 171 can Phil. My father
Truly Pine Cleaning
bouquets of white hard skinned awash. There
carried
Phone 753-S113
checked up on him and new he won't let me go out with him
rorebuds_with moss green velvet are nine to 12 inches of solid
any more. Phil is a musician. He plays the drums. My father
meat on the stem end and the
ribbon.
Milton C. Minor, Jr. of bulbous end contains the seed
says that a drummer is no musician-that a person who plays
the violin or piano can call himself a musician, but a drum is
Lexington, Kentucky was best cavity. The color is light brown iplommase••••••••Essamassms
•
man. Ushers were Harry W. or dark yellow.
no instrument. Is that right?
•
•
Also, my father found out that Phil is 32, not it, like he

are
the
tribi

84,
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FASHIONETTES

Miss Eichenberger And-Kasen Ostien,Jr,
Pledge Vows At Second Presbyterian
Church In Fort Lauderdale,Florida
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Should See Lawyer

••••

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Cook's Jewelry
yttres 500 MAIN SHEET

•

a
coil eClóaners

•
•

.,saidhe
So r
have two questions to ask: Ili Is a drummer a
"
annecian? 121 As long as a guy is a gentleman, don't you think
I should be allowed to go out with him? 1 one 19, but I am
very mature for my age. Thank you.
.1DIGS PHIL

▪ DI II

a

CONFIDENTIAL TO "ANYONE FOR WHOM IT NI PRYF
YET Too LATE:" The gestation period of a mother's advice Is
anywbere from one week to se years. Leong one's mother
before kaviog Masked her fee the main precious thews she
tang/it yea is one of life's greatest tragedies.
liverybirey Yes • problem. Mars yours? Par • personal
-reply mho is Abby, SanO,Ler Asuelee,
mit
aweless • stamped, self-addressed limi•pt.
NATE TO WRITE LICITERRI SEND $I TO 011114
' DIEU
Los ANGELJUI. CAL., new oos Apar,isgling,
-Hon TO wairs Lerroas Poo ma.*cc/umiak* .-

Notice

Effective Today

all

DEAR DIGS: Yes. a drummer IS-indeed a musician, but
what's all this jazz about his lying about his age? Sorry, but I
agree with your father. A fl-year-aid drummer saseld7
.,...,
be ease play it straien with a le-year-old girl.

SINATIIA'S-DAUG/iTlit TO WED SECOND 11911--eiency sinatra,
singing daughter of singer Frank Sigatra, and producer
Jack Haley 'Jr. announce their tegagernent toAterwein•P;in
Hollywood. It will be the second marriage for Miss Biesetra.
. the first. for Haley. -

•

11•11M11111111•1110

MRS. 11011111T SPIlltRY KINTON

/Ire wartiege of Xim Paula 1, EleaeL
Kee Erwin, daughter of Dr. mid Wm Moultrie McIntosh ofMn. Carl C. Erwin. and Robert Beiseed at the double ring cereSperry Keston, sae of Mrs. Sm- mony. Musk was presented le7
ut A. "bight, Jr. and the lets sags Terri AlX1 Mounts, organ
Dr. Sperry C. Kinton, of Leband Jack Hall. trumpeter.
mon N. J., was seheinniesd g- Otwer in marriage by her !eem o'clock in the aillessoca an thic, the bride wore a gown of
Saturday, December" MI, 111
Christ Church /INLaersjek Lae'eaten.
a lece-edged. boweipped,
The bride it the genidditegle
ter of Mrs. W. D. Erwin, INS
Vine Street, Murree, NOS XL
j
lseartiPlhiachsble"tina
eweise kte
- in27.
pube
teduhaPle Ada
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moire and carried a bouquet of
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie le thee birds of paradise. bream and
keen of Murray Bombe Five are yellow crysanthernums and holthe parents of a daughter, Eel- ly. The -headpiece was also of
II Lateen. reeighing eight holly.
pounds. born Friday, December Bridesmaids were Min Shar27.
Inn p.m. et the lien'ae• on Lee thelerwood, cousin of
the tefeirof Hamel, and Mrs. L
Galloway County Hospital.
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Mireuell Route by William Edward Mills of
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pounds five Mmes. boo Om- C. Einem. and Alan IL sew,
day, Dasembir 1S. at Rat lir- all of Lebanon, N. J.
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They Mee two sans. Mantel The reception was held at
Noble. ,age seven, end Parker the Perish House. Making
were Miss Martha Givens. Miss
Craig, age three.
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ber 31, at the Murray-Calloway Jennifer Reed..-lideftiagion, KY.
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Wanted, By_All of -Us:, Clean Air!

.••

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Cunningham of 1612 Farmer Ave.
are the parents of the first baby born in 1959 and are
the winners of the many prizes which have been contributed by Murray merchants. Miss 1959 is Teresa Oall
Cunningham w'ho arrived at 9:30 p.m. on January 1.
Deaths reported today are Mrs. Daisy Vaughn, age
84, and
Baker, age 80.
Joe Diell was re-named as mayor pro-tent of Murray
last night at the meeting of the Murray City CounciL
Dick acts as mayor in the absence of Mayor Holmes

Sy JAMES N. MIU.11
Central Press itesociation
Correspondent
LAFAYETTE, Ind.- -Poisonous smog, the kind that killed
Krick/Dr attended the
3,500 London residents in .1952,
y of Imre end Fugazzi
is being studied here in 'a new
cows, 1•11d111.11•.
kind of laboratory ,study by
efiema-*--*-1199•9sts
-four Purdue. Univsirsity health
nay Ilisee Uniesseity
scientists, aided by white rats,
I is es•01011 a Ms
hamsters and other test animals.
Team members, working unme.
•;• Prof. John E. Christian. diIlitrs. Mirk -Sykes-End her son, Raley,*turned- Now
rector of the university's new
0:30 a.m. Members
Year's Day from a visit in Marietta, Ga., with Mrs.
environmental Health Institute,
Se change in date.
Sykes' mother, Mrs. L. J. Perdue.
are: Profs. Gordon Born and
• ••
Stanley M. Shaw, and Keith
Baptist a.
Grove
Elm
Morgan, candidate for a doctoraf.S will have its gen- •
ate degree.
Their objective is -to deterLing st the church at
mine, through a series of tests
•• 11.on the laboratory aniMals, the
exact effects on nasal passages,
iw Concord lionianak!
lungs and other vital organs,
will meet with Mrs.
of the fumes from automotive
41.
Turn away mine eyes from beholding vanity, and
fanoe at one p.m.
,gases, toxic nickel and lead
•••
quicken thou me In thy way. —Psalm 119:37.
compounds, and dozens of oxides Prof. John E. Christian (left) holds hornet., while a graduate student
irris Grove Hommel&
We often find ourselves turning aside train
and Chemicals used in manufac- injects it with polluted air-one of the combustia products of petrowill meet with Mrs. • • Lord's way and delighting ourselves in
turing processes.
leum, an increasingly serious problem in cities with many industries.
vanity.
• • •
&131.
11
at
karks
• ••
One of the main pollutants made thus far indicatz a proALREADY Prof. Christian has
which longed residue effect. Signifipw Hope Homemakers
reached this conclusion, al- of smog is sulfur dioxide,
been the cantly greater quantities rethough his research is in an is believed to have
meet with Mrs. Wendeaths main in the kidney and liver
early stage: "Air pollutants, major cause of 3,500
*ten at 1:30 p.m.
smog' than in any other body tissues.
London
great
the
during
thrown
oxide,
sulfur
•••
eipecially
of
1952.
• • •
LEDGER•TIMES
manufacthe
in
coal
off by soft
te and Crafts Club will
CLEAN AIR scientists agree
ture of electricity„ are major
"Although the maximum albe home of Mrs. Davy
factors in the nation's increased lowable concentration of atmos- that the most obvious component
223 South 13th Street,
EARTH FROM THE M0014---This photo of Earth was taken by the Apollo 8 as the space- .
death rate.
pheric sulfur dioxide had been of polluted air is the sm ok e
The average price of dark fired tobacco sold on the
. Howard Guthrie as
between
craft orbited the Moon 240,000 miles away. The area shown is the Atlantic Ocean
Lung cancer is twice as prev- set 'at 10 parts per million, the which pours from home chimmarket
yesterday
Murray
aehundred,
was
per
$30.80
t 2:30 p.m.
the west coast of Africa and South America to the far left. The South Pole would be
alent in the large cities as in estimated sulfur dioxide content neys, smokestacks, incinerators
• ••
goedlng to Cecil Thurmond, publicity director of the
, to the left of the picture. A bit of the lunar surface is visible. NASA -photo.
the rural areas. The factor of did not rise above 1.5 parts . . and dumps. Tiny pieces of car14•11e0o market.
polluted air also shows up in yet the number of fatalities bon, ash, oil, grease, and metal
Mr. and liara. Alonzo abrader if _kLaze1 Route OM
statistics of city versus country was abnormally large,' Chris- and metal oxide particles are
dwelling. A city dweller's life tian says. "Clearly, under cer- _thrown into the adea All this
will celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on
BEACH, Ma. (CPI)
span is shortened by five years tain conditions, the effects of at- accounts for only 10 per cent of
January 9. Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Brandon, Sr., also of
mOspheric sulfur dioxide can be the pollution, however.,
by smog."
rou chew an apple or
Hazel, celebrated their 50th anniversary on Christmas
Christian elaborates: 'There devastating."
e pressure generated
" A full 90 per cent consists of
Day.
is little question but the longovement of your jaw
• • •
largely invisible but potentially
Marriages reported today were Miss Kathleen Lee
term, low-level effects of breathmuch as 300 pounds
ONE of Purdue's major pro- deadly gases. In some areas
ing contaminated air are serito Joe Bill Todd on December 25 and Miss Evelyn Doris
irmal swallow can exis a study of the metabol- about a tenth of all air pollujects
emphysema,
ously implicated in
,m& of stress in the
Gibbs to Ralph W. Morris on December 23.
inhaled sulfur dioxide in tion is composed of hydrocarof
ism
By DICK WEST
cardiac
cancer,
appear in substantial numbers,
ashthma, lung
B. W. Edmonds of Valley Counties Cooperative, RobTwo groups of labora- bons, most of them emanating
rat.
the
is
it
—
tin
WASHINGTON
rewakailments.
a
came
them
other
with
and
diseases, and
rere the findings of a
rats, five in each group, as unburnad or partially burned
tory
ert Perry, manager of Soil Improvement Association, time sonemone expkained why eziing of interest in man's only
these
prove
to
is
Our problem
ducted on 84 subjects
exposed for 30 minutes to gaseous compounds from autoand Wendell Hinkley, field agent in Cooperative Mar- long sideburns have become natural prer:gative.
effects and understand the are
tempt to record the
an atmosphere of 90 particles mobile fuel systems.
—Seven
Kenof
FRANKFOitf
eninvolved."
shall
I
again.
mechanisms
will
the
meeting
keting,
of the National fashionable
attend
annual
Clean-shaved • squares everyintermaxillary stress
per million of radioactively laLos Angeles smog contains
• • •
Council of Farmer Cooperatives at Memphis this week. deavor to perform this service, where secretly longed to let tucky's 12 State resort parks
tring the process of a
beled sulfur dioxide gas in a large amounts of sulfur oxide$
the
solving
around.
year
the
in
"swing"
STEP
FIRST
sideburn
To understand the
their whiskers grow, too. And'
specially constructed environ- that react with moisture to proWhat the)' have to offer in the problem is to determine the eftad we must recognize that some did. But. m st lacked the
rt on the study was
mental chamber,
duce a corrosive sulfuric-acid
in
pollutants
air
inhaled
of
fects
growing hair on the La is the courage to reclaim this symbol way of recreation, entertainment,
at the annual meet- Later the animals are studied mist. Extreme exposure can do
follow
to
and
body
animal
the
.wo- of masculine superiority.
good-living and general comfort
American Dental Asonly thing man can do
by basic studies of pos- to see the effects on their lungs, irreparable damage to the lungs
(ADA ) here. Dr. John
men cant.
Bears, as you know, do not during the winter and early spr- this up
kidneys, spleen and liver. Tests and teeth enamel.
measures.
corrective
sible
s. of Portland. Ore.,
Woman, by contrast, can do sprout full blown. They emerge ing will be shown and tqld in two
eporting.
a whole host of things man in elegant lanqum Five o'clock Jim Lucas shows over Channel
can't. Don't ask questions about shadows gradually deepen into 3 - WAVE-TV at 6:30 p.m.(EST)
return?
or the year received?
this; just take ni5, word for it. prickly eyesores. The entire Jan 4 and Mar. 1. ,
A - No, you may not. When a
A - Report them in the year they
reed
When man became aware of face becomes a slum area.
Boer shows, taped in full colare constructively received. If husband or wife files a separate
can of chicken spread
his comparative limitations, he
transition
of
period
It is this
or at one of the parks, will featyou received a dividend or had it return the other must file separfrigerator to make a
felt inferior. His first attempts men most dread. It subjects ure interews with State Parks
credited to your account in 1968 ately too and neither ispermitted
Mr for unexpected vihis
from
hair
the
remove
to
them to complaints from the Commissioner Robert E, Gable
it must be reported on your 1968 to claim exemptions, expenses or
a 4% ounce-can of
face reflected a subconscious women they nuzzle, and t3 and music by "The Carrousels"
deductions of the other.
d with 3 to 4 tablereturn.
and
questions
of
column
This
desire to make himself more crude jokes from the guys
a choral group from Louisville,
dairy sour cream.
Working
is
wife
part-tiMy
If your wife's income is small
Q
tax
matters
federal
• ••
like itionsia.• - • -' •-• 'the office.
While golf, fLshing,and other answers on
of salt, 1 teaspoon of
adthe local office of me at a local department store it would probably be to your
by
provided
realized that
is
man
on,
Later
CMID.
happy
a
are
Sideburns
outside activities are available
ice. 3_ tablespoons of
return.
this Christmas. If she files tier vante,a to file a
Ser-are
him
Revenue
getting
Internal
S.
J.
e
shaving—tvar
grnv
r
ftlifi
Women.
Vbefise.
celery and 114 cup of
at some of the parks when the
ways to
where. But by that time he was them. Thus they gratify the
and is published as a public own tax return will! still beable Compute your tax both
d small pineapple
weather is right, the -emphasis vice
to claim her exemption on our see which is best for you,
shaving
of
influence
column
the
under
The
tagpayers.
to
pressed
ego,
hard
service
is
which
male
erve with crisp crackIs on inside recreation during
cream commercials. SD he con- to find any so-t of gratification.
answers questions most frequents % to 1 cup.
the winter and early spring.
tinued to scrape off the stub
Better yet, sideburns can be
SOPHIA'S SON Carlo Ponti Jr. was born to Italian actress
ly asked by taxpayers.
shown
be
to
One
scenes
the
of
We.
Sophia Loren and her husband, movie producer Carlo Ponti,
grown inconspicuously. Each In the
elect less tender cuts
Lucas
presentationportraThen came the revolt against day a fraction of an inch is left
in Geneva, Switzerland Cantonal Hospital, where mother
Q - When will I be getting my
or grilling — blade.
shaving cream commercials by unshaved and the hairline ys a group of happy people seat- income tax forms?
(Cableplsotol
and son are doing fine.
n or Hank—the best
the
a
in
fire
around
open
ed
big
and
prohippies
other
beatniks,
creeps surreptitiously dawn the
A - The tax forms will beavailtenderize them first.
test groups. Beards began t3 cheek. No complaints from the lobby of one of the fine, modern ,able at local IRS offices as well as
, marinate them with
marshmallows.
toasting
lodges
ladies. No jibes from the' genof oil, seasonings.
post offices and banks soon
Each of the parks employs a many
tlemen.
n juice, vinegar, or
after the first of the year. Most
arrwho
specialist
recreation
For sensitive souls who have
,ce. or use a commertaxpayers will receive copies of
•
been trying to get up enough anges activities for the enter- the forms and instructions in the
tiger. Meat should be
nerve to grow mustaches,, side- tainment of guests. These inclu'68 OLDSMOBILE Torenado. Full power and facde, games, square-dancing, grburns are a godsend.
a 1040 tax form
receive
you
If
tory air, AM-FM stereo radio,* stereo tape
That embarrassing interlude oup singing, motion pictures, colin the mail, you may have a form
player. One owner Southern car. Slick as a
when the upper lip is discolor- or slides, nature programs-sothat is printed in two colors. This
hound's tooth!
ed with what appears to be a mething for everyone.
attention to certain
•
The Lucas shows 'will bring is to draw
bristly fungus can be completeE RVICES
"98" Holiday Coupe. Full powOLDSMOBILE
TABLE
ONE
troubwere
'68
that
form
the
parts of
•
ly avoided.
home to you the fact that "on
Ave. at N. 17th St.
factory air. One owner local car. Sharp as
taxpayers last year.
to
lesome
er,
One simply lets his sideburns a brisk winter's night, everyerer, Kentucky
Color is not used on the1040-A
a briar!
meek dawn and acrass his face body looks for a welcome glow
at 11:I0 am. end
until they meet under his nose in the window, a hot supper and Forms or the. 1040 Forms that
'68 OLDSMOBILE "98" Holiday Sedan. Blue with
RIG.'
oder se •90 pas.
Then he. shaves _Ilia cheeks and warm companionship- and that's may be picked up at IRS offices
black vinyl roof. Full power and factory air.
locations.
other
and
—presto!—instant .mustache'
$3.95 yd.
0116441yd.
what they'll find in all seven
WELC01111
ONLY lit SPOOL
One owner local car, 14,800 &anal miles.
Q - How did you get involved
parks."
le Spealre 90 YOU
•
with the administration of FederClean as a new broom!
They are: Kentucky Dam VillJust A Boy
WNBS 1340 KC
laws?
gun
al
NEW YORK (UPI) — The age, Gilbertsville; General Butl'67 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. Full power & tax-,
MY at 815 a.m.
A - IRS has administered FedHotel New Yorker. which is er, Carrollton; Carter Caves,Oltory air. One owner local car, low mileage.
the
when
ONE LOT - MI WIDE
1934
since
laws
gun
eral
undergoing a $5 million i•e- ive Hill; Cumberland Falls, CorClean as a whip!
enacFirearms
was
Act
National
furbishing, has a family plan bin; Natural Bridge, Slade; Lake
whereby parents may book a Cumberland, Jamestown , and ted. The basis of this law, which
PONTIAC Catalina 2-Door. White with black
'67
room at regular rates and their Jenny Wiley, Prestonsburg._,,, imposed taxes on the transfer
vinyl roof. Double power, factory air, 15,000
the
was
and Maldlit of firearms,
offspring can share It at no
miles. She's a honey!
actual
extra asst. Recently a man
taxincmthority given the Feder$3.115
well in his 70s checked in and
$
al' government by the Constitut'67 CHEVROLET Impala 2-Deer Hardtop. Double
said he'd like to avail himself
ion. As IRS is responsible for
power, air. One owner local car. Clean as a
Unless
They're
boy.
his
of the family rate for
collecting other Federal taxes,
WIDE
pin!
DACRON-COTTON ▪
"Certainly," the clerk tied Dead Drunk
ONE LOT
of
responsibility
the
•
given
was
it
MEXICO CITY (UPI) — A
"Fictir old Is he?"
law.
gun
the
administering
'66 OLDS "98" 4-Door Hardtop; 110011 power and
Pointing to the man with bar across the street from a
Q - Business has been goodthe
factory air. Local car. Sharp!
him, the father answered' large cemetery is named: 'The
past few months and my income is
Live Ones Are Here."
"Fifty-seven."
considerably above what!declar'66 OLDS "98" Holiday Coupe. Medium blue with
ed on my estimate. Shouldi make
yd.
black vinyl roof. One owner local car. Full
• • •
on my next quarterly papower, factory air. It's a Jim Dandy!
The hummingbird has the a change
Jackrabbits have been
•
known to tunnel three or four most dense plumage of any yment?
A - Yes, you can Wean amend- '66 OLDS "88" 2-Door Hardtop. Gold with black
feet into snow to escape the bird, says the Massachusetts
ed estimated tax return when the
vinyl roof. Double power, air. Sharp!
Audubon Society.
cold.
next quarterly payment is due
'6$ PONTIAC Catalina 4-br. Sedan. Double powJanuary 15, 1969. Make the chaner. Local car. Slick as a mole!
ge right on the notice you receive.
SAVE
You do not have to pay. the Ione.
PONTIAC 2+2 2-Door Hardtop. Double polite__
th installment if you file your 1900
em, factory air. Automatic in the floor. Sharp!
tax return by January 31, 1969,
that
at
due
and pay the balance
OLDS "88" 4-Door Sedan. Double power, factime.
tory air. Local car. All wool and a yard wide!
Q - I make several business
Each
••
trips a year for my company and
OLDS "U" 2-Door Hardtop. Just overhauled.
•
get reimbursed for what I spend,
Only
How do 1 handle this for tax perJik
poses?
SPECIAL
*
*A - The general' rule is that
these reimbursements must be
included in income. However, you
do not have to report them on your
BRAND STINKIN' NEW!
tax return if you account for your
'With
NEW CAR GOING AT A USED CAR PRICE!
expenses to your company.
BUTTONHOLE
If your reimbursements exceed you' expenses, then the excess must be reported as income
on your return. If your Allowable
expenses exceed your reimburseRAISES FUNDS FOR CHARITY A stilt that fits four boys was
ments, report the reirnhursememade for George Macaree, who weighs 442 pounds and
nts as income but also deduct the
_aseaease•-ro-sa-T41, Reputed-to be Britain's fatteet man.
expenses.
- appears publicly to raise funas,for charity. The boys-in the
Q - Are year-end dividends on
,Jacket are twins Mike and David Vincent. 13. -Arothers Jere,
stock reported be year declared
33. Efire,Derek ..trighti, 18, are wearing the troutiern:
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TEMPLE WILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
A. H. 11110111111. Papaw
Preaching.
First and Third Sunders at 11 010.
Preaching:
and and 4th Sundays at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School at altornat• ilMed
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each Sunday.
01111311.cit (
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3,......
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. 0111111.111T
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GOING ON IN THE WORLD?
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753-77114; Home Phone 753-2587; appreciate
the business that In the Wiswell vicinity. Would
Salesmen, Mrs. Louise Baker, you :night
give us in this 1611, aggaticiate any inforiestion. Call
Photle_ 753-2400; _Mr. tire. We
or 753-71141L
- -1144.
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Onyx B. RaY, 753-81119; Mr. Is your
bagasse ea a proton
Gary Young,' 753-81011.
J-8-C atonal basis and have spur inIMP WANT=
need some new terests at heart at all times. We %UMW part time edam ideL
Wings of property in and a- will have two salesmen, Edna Gianni ages wort and
N.
round Murray. If you beet Knight and •Charies McDaniel, No typist!" Reply in writing In
In
addition
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competent
and
thought of selling your properP. 0. Os 32-L c/o Ledgergt
ty see us today. We especially well trained office personnel. Time&
We
will
continue
to
give you,
need houses in the $10.003.00
and under price range. We also top-notch service. 'Thank you WANTED: part-time mosberkagain
and
cell on us at any time on 6-ellember Chevrolet,
have several nice houses for
sale now. Among them are the at 202 South 4th Strut. Maras treimeelselsa. Age 63 Is 40. Ste753-3262, !turnip, Eirstactr.
ady maployment. *Rafe benefollowing.
1.6.c fits. Write P. O. Box ESL c/o
SO I'VE BEEN HuNTING THE
TRI-LEVEL-We have two eperLedger and Times.
WORLD OVER. FOR AAY KING ITC
gous tri-levels. Both of them are
NOTICS
I AM clUEEN OF A SMALL BUT
OR A REASONABLE FACSI/AILE
loaded in Kingswood. One is CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS LADY TO UYE in and do
light PROSPEROUS COUNTRY. MY HUS I'D ABOUT
a brand new house ready now OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, house work. Phone 402-8370.
BAND, KING KASHMER,
GIVEN UP HOPE"for occupancy. It has four bed- KENTUCKY, WILL TAKE NOJ-3-P DISAPPEARED SOME
AND THEN I
rooms, den, two baths, living TICE AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT;
MONTHS-A-10. IT ISA
SAW YOU,'
room, utility, kitchen with builtI. The 1i/inning and Zoning LIGHT Housekeeping compan- LAW IN MY COUNTRY
in appliances, central heat and Commission of the city of Mur- ion to live in. Phone 753-3608.
THAT NO QUEEN
air and is completely carpeted. ray, Kentucky, has recommendJ4-C MAY RULE WITHOUT
There is also a nice patio.
ed to the Common Council of
HR
THE OTHER one has a trans- the city of Murray, Kentucky, MAC & ANN'S Truck Stop Cafe A KING AT
SIDE •
ferable loan and has throe bed- the adoption of a new toning wants waitress and cook. Phone
J-164
rooms, dining room, den, liv- ordinance which will re-zone the 492-8147 or 402-8700.
ing room, study, two baths, kit- city of Murray. A public hear- WANTED, waitress for night
chen with built-in appliances, ing was held by said Comtnie shift. Apply in person,
Jerry's
patio with gas grill, central heat &ion on the 19th day of Decem- Restaurant, South 12th. 3-64
and air, arid even the drapes ber. 1968, to consider such prowill be left. It also has an entry posed zoning regulations.
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hall. Both of these are priced
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The Ceelminnt Council will,
to sell.
at its regular meeting to be FOR YOUR HOME ALTERAREDUCED for "Quick Sale" - heid--mr-tler-Sth dligs.-oe Janand REPAIRS or REThis three-bedroom brick has uary,
consider the adop- MODELING. FREE estimates.
central heat and air, .litalt-in tion of on ordinance ivinch con- Cali 753-6123 or 435-4651.
le appliances in kitchen, enclos- tains all the rules and regulaJ-23-C
ed garage, living room, utility tions proposed by the Planning
NOTICE: We repair all makes,
room, excess of closets, large and Zoning CoMMiOn.
A
fanille'room, 14 baths, is car- complete copy of said proposed vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixTHAT MEAN LITTLE
peted throughout and is brand ordinance is on record in the ers, irons, heaters, all mall
new It's priced to sell, less than office of the clerk of the city appliances. Ward & Elkins, 406
KID IS KNOCKING
Maple
Jan.-30C
$20,000.
of Murray, Kentucky, and can
OVER
ALL THE
NEAR MSU is located this there be examined without cost
SNOWMEN
three-bedroom brick. It has
by any interested citizen.
CARD OP THANKS
We
wish to extend our heartbaths. huge living room, family 3. Before the Common Counfelt thanks and appreciation to
room, kitchen with all built-in cil of the city of Murray, Kenour many friends for the manly
appliances, lots of cabinets and tucky, takes any ertion toward
acts of kindness, expressions of
closets, carpeting, air-condition- the adoption of mid ordinance, sympathy,
food and beautiful
ing, carport with outside star at its regular meeting on Janfloral arrangements during our
age arid It lir WM In every re uary 9, 1989, said Council will recent bereavement
in the loss
spect.
hold a public hearing in the of our husband, son, father and
FOUR BEDROOMS-This one Council Chambers, City Hall,
brother, Oury Edwards. We
story house has feur large bed at 7 p. m. at which time any
especially thank the ministers,
rooms, large living room aod Interested citizen may express
Brelealter Pigg and Bro. Johndining room, family room, spec-i himself or herself concerning
son Seeley, the singers and the
ken treaty room, enclosed gip the enntoner
tiL-Obarehill Funeral Home„,___uirAusar
rage, entrance hell, two full ordinance.
The Family
•
baths, central heat and air,
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
1TC
built-in Appliances in kitchen,
II-J-3-C
carpeting throughout and is on
-THEY'S ALREADY
The Peace Palace at The
POI RENT
an extra large lot.
FAKE - RUM TN'DESTROYER
Holland,
Hague.
Is
the
home
ONLY $4.250 is the full price NICE SLEEPING rooms for
'SPIRO T. AGNEWI-WH ICH IS NOTED
for this snuill how at Alnico boys, 1 block from campus. Call of the International Courts of
WE'LL MEREIN TAKE.
TNASS BRAVE
Arbitration anclt Justice.
FOR ITS MARKSMANSHIP!!.)
Heights The lot is nearly an 7534423
BACK OUR ORMIN AL
-BUT•-•
or 753-5962. Jan-15-NC
4126
:4 IY
acre and it would be worth the
StATCHOO, AN'LEAVE
John
F.
Kennedy
Airport
in
price of it all.
5-ROOM HOUSE and garden in
tH'FAKE!!
FOR ALL of your Real Estate Sinking Springs community. New York City handles more
million arrivals and
needs, whether buying or sell Low rent to right party. Phone than 13
&parttime a year.
• big. See Hoyt or Ray at ROB- 753-2815.
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• • •
ERTS REAL ESTATE, 505 Main
r--;-•-•0Creetpl
Americana spent 10 cents out
MODERN
3
-bedroom
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on
or call 753-1851.
.14-C
one acre, ; 10 Miles west on of every health dollar Ibr den100 x 150 FT. LOT. Phone 753- Highway 94, with gas heater and tal care in 1988, soya the Pub4516.
cooking stove Phone Lynville lic Health •Service.
•
•
cache nge 382-3177.
J-6-P
TWO-STORY BRICK, close to
town and university, 5 bed NOW AVAILABLE, two-bed- The Public Health Service
rooms, 2 baths, screened in room furnished apartment, 811 estimates there will be 80 mil(11 porch. 2 fireplaces, 753 3493
North Hith St. Phone 753-5140. lion children of school age by
1985.
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In 1957.
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_SAVE NOM SEE OUR -QUALITY SELECTION
OF NAME BRAND SUITS ANDCOAT*
CASH IN'ON THIS SALE STARTING...

J•••••1

Friday, Janua 3rd
SAVINGS ON SUITS

Ina
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SPORT COATS
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Travel smart, travel light, travel wrinkle free in
your zip-lined topcoat Polyester, and cotton that
stays pressed virciatimg after washing. All acrylic
lining that's easy to sip in or out
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First quality sweaters from
famous ininufacturers
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brushed knits, cable stitches
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SPECIAL YALUES IN

SPORTSHIRTS
OFF
Mens Knit Shirts

Here are some terrific buys in hard-tofind long sleeve sport shirts Polyester
and cotton, all cottons ond ionic rayon
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